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Abstract

Objectives: Weber test is typically conducted using tuning forks, but an audiometer

can also be used for a similar purpose. Compared to the tuning fork Weber (TFW)

test, performing the audiometric Weber (AW) test offers many advantages. Never-

theless, AW and TFW tests' performance compared to pure-tone audiometry (PTA)

has yet to be studied. The present study aimed to determine the accuracy and agree-

ment between the AW and TFW tests compared to PTA.

Methods: In this observational cross-sectional study, 74 participants (aged 12-

67 years) with unilateral conductive hearing loss (CHL) or bilateral asymmetrical CHL

were enrolled. The TFW test was performed according to the established protocol at

256 and 512 Hz. For the AW test, the bone vibrator was placed in the middle of the

forehead, where 250 and 500 Hz frequencies were tested. TF and AW test results

were then compared with the expected lateralization from the respective PTA

results.

Results: At 256 Hz (or 250 Hz), the overall accuracy values of TFW and AW tests

were 81.1% and 86.5%, respectively. At 512 Hz (or 500 Hz), the overall accuracy

results of TFW and AW tests were 85.1% and 82.4%, respectively. In addition, the

kappa statistics revealed substantial agreements between the two tests and PTA

(k = .63-.72).

Conclusion: Both AW and TFW tests are reasonably accurate in assessing patients

with CHL. It is recommended for audiologists to perform the simple AW test to verify

incomplete or questionable audiograms that are commonly encountered in clinical

practice.

Level of evidence: Level 3b.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Pure-tone audiometry (PTA) has been regarded as the gold standard

test for detection of hearing thresholds.1–3 With the use of a sophisti-

cated audiometer, the severity of hearing loss and type of hearing loss

across speech frequencies for each ear are conveniently documented

by PTA.3 Prior to the wide application of PTA in clinical settings, the

hearing status was assessed using the tuning fork tests.1,4 In fact, tun-

ing fork tests such as Weber and Rinne tests are still commonly used

by otorhinolaryngologists as they are inexpensive, simple to adminis-

ter, and reasonably sensitive in detecting hearing loss.1 Of note, the

sensitivity and specificity of the tuning fork Weber (TFW) test can be

as high as 78% and 99%, respectively.5,6 When it is combined with

the Rinne test, the overall diagnostic accuracy improved.7

Despite its diagnostic usefulness, PTA has several limitations. In

particular, masking problems and “false” air-bone gaps (ABGs) may

occur, which would affect its diagnostic accuracy.1–3 In cases of bilat-

eral large ABGs in PTA, overmasking is likely to occur, and masked

bone conduction (BC) thresholds cannot be obtained (resulting in

incomplete PTA results).3 With the widely used B-71 bone vibrator,

better than expected BC thresholds would be produced (leading to

false ABGs). Specifically, the bone vibrator would produce vibrotactile

(VT) sensation at low frequencies (as low as 25 dB).3 In this regard,

due to lower BC thresholds, inappropriate ABGs are produced, which

can be misdiagnosed as conductive hearing loss (CHL).8 The false

ABGs in PTA could also be contributed by harmonic distortions pro-

duced by the respective bone vibrator (which may appear as low as

20 dB at low frequencies).9 The presence of harmonic distortions may

influence the BC thresholds and create false ABGs.

The application of the tuning fork Weber (TFW) test would be

useful in verifying questionable audiograms. For example, if the true

(masked) BC thresholds could not be obtained due to the masking

problems (in cases of bilateral large ABGs), a centralized perception in

the TFW test would support the diagnosis of bilateral CHL. On the

other hand, a lateralized perception (to one ear) would indicate the

presence of sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) (in the other ear). The

presence of false ABGs could also be confirmed with the use of the

TFW test, particularly in cases of unilateral hearing loss. In this regard,

the combination of the PTA and Weber tests would be useful in solv-

ing “complex” clinical cases.
It is worth mentioning that the Weber test can also be carried

out using the readily available bone vibrator of the audiometer.

Known as the audiometric Weber (AW) test, it works in the same

way as the TFW test (with the bone transducer placed in the middle

of the forehead). However, in comparison to the TFW test, the AW

test has several advantages, including multiple frequencies can be

tested, the sound presentation can be controlled at intended inten-

sity levels, and it offers consistent force on the forehead surface

area.10–12

In view of the advantages of the AW test, it is not known

whether the AW test would outperform the TFW test when assessing

patients with CHL. As such, the diagnostic performance of TFW and

AW tests (in comparison to PTA) has not been systematically studied.

Essentially, the aim of the present study was to determine the accu-

racy and the agreement of TFW and AW tests in comparison to PTA.

2.MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1.Ethical considerations

Prior to the data collection, a written consent form was obtained from

each participant. The study procedure was approved by the institu-

tional ethics committee, in accordance with the 1975 Declaration of

Helsinki and its later amendments.

2.2.Study design and participants

The present observational cross-sectional study followed the STARD

reporting guideline. Seventy-four eligible participants were recruited

among patients of the Otorhinolaryngology (ORL) Clinic of a Univer-

sity Hospital. The inclusion criteria were those with the age of at least

12 years and those with unilateral CHL (with ABG of at least 15 dB at

any one frequency) or bilateral asymmetrical CHL (with the difference

between right and left AC thresholds of at least 15 dB at two adjacent

frequencies).13 In addition, patients with mixed hearing loss, wound

and skin diseases affecting the head area, as well as those who were

unable to give appropriate behavioral responses, were excluded from

the study.

2.3.Study procedure

The instruments used were 256 and 512 Hz tuning forks made of

steel and kept in room air.14–16 A two-channel audiometer (GSI

61, Grason-Stadler, Inc., USA) with the respective transducers was

used for the PTA and AW tests. It was regularly calibrated based on

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI S3.6, 1996). Addi-

tionally, a calibrated 226-Hz tympanometer (AT235H, Interacoustics,

Denmark) was also used to verify the diagnosis of CHL.

The PTA testing was conducted by experienced audiologists in a

dedicated sound-proof room. TDH-39 headphones and a B-71 bone

vibrator were used to measure the AC and BC thresholds, respec-

tively. The respective thresholds at specific frequencies were

recorded (in dB HL) according to the established protocol.3 Appropri-

ate masking procedures (for both AC and BC tests) were performed as

applicable.

The TFW test was performed in a quiet room within the ORL

clinic (with the background noise level of less than 60 dB SPL).

Figure 1 shows an example of the TFW test procedure. The tuning

fork (256 or 512 Hz) was held by the tester at its stem, and either

prong was struck against the tester's elbow at its upper one-third end.

The stem of the vibrating tuning fork was then placed firmly in the

midline of the forehead with the same pressure. Subsequently, the

participant was asked whether the tone was heard in the left ear, right
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ear, or middle of the head (“central” perception). The TFW test results

for both frequencies (256 and 512 Hz) were obtained from all

participants.

An example of the AW test procedure is shown in Figure 1. As

depicted, the B-71 bone oscillator was placed in the midline of the

forehead. A pure tone (at 250 or 500 Hz) was presented at 20 dB SL

(i.e., 20 dB above the hearing threshold of that particular frequency)

using the audiometer.12 Similar to the TFW test, each participant was

required to report whether the tone was perceived in the left ear,

right ear, or middle of the head. The AW test results (for 250 and

500 Hz) were recorded from all respective participants. Of note, the

PTA and Weber tests were conducted on the same day.

2.4.Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the demographic

information. The AC thresholds, BC thresholds, and ABGs of the PTA

were described in terms of their mean, SD and range. The data for the

TFW and AW tests consisted of categorical responses (i.e., “left,”
“right,” and “central”). Using the formula proposed by Rubinstein and

Klein,4 the predicted lateralization response was obtained based on

the PTA results. In this regard, to determine the accuracy of TFW and

AW tests in comparison to PTA, the sound lateralization results (from

the TFW and AW tests) were compared with the predicted lateraliza-

tion responses. For each participant, the TFW and AW test results

were considered “correct” if they were similar to the predicted lateral-

ization results and vice versa. The accuracy of these tests was calcu-

lated manually by the researcher and was considered good if the

value is at least 80%.17 To compare the accuracy of these two tests at

the respective frequencies, McNemar's test was used. The p value of

less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Likewise,

weighted Kappa agreement analysis was used to assess the agree-

ment between the lateralization responses (from the TFW and AW

tests) and the expected lateralization results (based on the aforemen-

tioned formula). Kappa (k) value of ≥.81 indicates almost perfect

agreement, .61 to .80 implies substantial agreement, .41 to .60 indi-

cates moderate agreement, .21 to .40 demonstrates fair agreement,

.01 to .20 implies slight agreement, and ≤0 indicates poor agree-

ment.18 All the data were analyzed using the SPSS software version

24 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). Additionally, it was also of interest to

know the performance of TFW and AW tests in patients with differ-

ent ABGs. As such, the participants were then categorized into either

smaller or larger ABG groups based on the median value at specific

frequencies (calculated from ABGs of the worse ear). The accuracy

and agreement results were documented accordingly.

3.RESULTS

3.1.Demographic data

The age of the participants ranged from 12 to 67 years, with a mean

of 31.3 years. Table 1 reveals the demographic information of the par-

ticipants. As shown, of 74 participants, 42 (56.8%) were males, and

most were Malays (90.5%). Table 2 shows the mean, SD, and range for

the AC thresholds, BC thresholds, and ABG of the participants for the

worse ear. As indicated, the BC thresholds were all within the normal

limits. Significant ABGs were noted at all frequencies, and the highest

value was observed at 250 Hz (up to 75 dB).

3.2.TFW and AW tests results

Table 3 shows the accuracy and agreement results of TFW and AW

tests (in comparison to the predicted lateralization results based on

the PTA). Overall, at 256 Hz (or 250 Hz) frequency, the accuracy

results of the TFW and AW tests were 81.1% and 86.5%, respectively.

Nevertheless, McNemar's test found the accuracy of the two tests to

be not statistically different (p = 0.302). In terms of the agreement

with the PTA, the kappa values were 0.63 and 0.72 for the TFW and

AW tests, respectively. On the other hand, at 512 Hz (or 500 Hz)

F IGURE 1 The procedure for
tuning fork Weber (TFW) test
(left panel) and audiometric Weber
(AW) test (right panel) employed in
the present study
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frequency, the accuracy values of the TFW and AW tests were 85.1%

and 82.4%, respectively. As revealed by McNemar's test, the perfor-

mance of the two tests was comparable (p = 0.804). The kappa values

were 0.72 and 0.68 for the TFW and AW tests, respectively.

The accuracy and agreement outcomes were also determined

separately in participants with smaller or larger ABGs. Based on the

ABGs of the PTA, the median values were 45 and 32.5 dB for

250 and 500 Hz frequencies, respectively. Based on these median

values, smaller and larger ABG groups were established. It is worth

noting that a comparable number of participants was achieved after

the establishment of the groups. For 250 Hz frequency, the smaller

and larger ABG groups had 35 and 39 participants, respectively. For

this frequency, the mean ABGs were 26.4 ± 10.0 and 55.5 ± 9.7 dB

for the smaller and larger ABG groups, respectively. While for 500 Hz

frequency, each group consisted of 37 participants (with mean ABGs

of 21.6 ± 6.5 dB and 48.6 ± 10.8 dB for the smaller and larger ABG

groups, respectively).

For the smaller ABG group, at 256 Hz (or 250 Hz) frequency, the

accuracy results of the TFW and AW tests were 77.7% and 88.5%,

respectively (Table 3). As shown by McNemar's test, the accuracy of

the AW test was found to be significantly better (p = .031). In line

with this, the kappa values were .44 and .74 for the TFW and AW

tests, respectively. On the contrary, at 512 Hz (or 500 Hz) frequency,

the accuracy values of TFW and AW tests were 84.2% and 78.3%,

respectively. Nevertheless, the performance of these tests was found

to be comparable (p = .727 by McNemar's test). In terms of the agree-

ment, the kappa values were .68 and .54 for the TFW and AW tests,

respectively.

As shown in Table 3, for the larger ABG group, the accuracy

values of 81.5% and 84.6% were noted for the TFW and AW tests,

respectively, at 256 Hz (or 250 Hz). However, McNemar's test rev-

ealed an insignificant statistical result when the accuracy of the two

tests was compared (p = 1.000). The kappa values of .55 and .64 were

found for the TFW and AW tests, respectively. Likewise, at 512 Hz

(or 500 Hz) frequency, the accuracy of the TFW and AW tests were

86.1% and 89.1%, respectively. McNemar's test found the accuracy of

the two tests to be not statistically different (p = 1.000). The kappa

agreement values of .69 and .71 were found for the TFW and AW

tests, respectively.

4.DISCUSSION

The present study was performed to unveil the diagnostic accuracy of

the AW and TFW tests in comparison to the expected results from

PTA. To our knowledge, this is the first study to report the accuracy

of the TFW and AW tests in participants with CHL. In many studies

concerning the Weber test, the term “sensitivity” has been frequently

used to indicate the ability of the test to show correct lateralization in

patients with CHL or SNHL.1,6,7 Nevertheless, in the present study,

the term accuracy was preferred for a similar purpose. It is worth

mentioning that a more general definition for sensitivity is the ability

of a test to correctly identify people who have a specific medical con-

dition.19 The term sensitivity is perhaps sensible to indicate the ability

of the Weber test to correctly detect the abnormal ear among those

with unilateral CHL. In contrast, for participants with bilateral asym-

metrical CHL (in which both ears are affected), the term sensitivity

may not be entirely appropriate to indicate the ability of the test to

“find” the worse ear. Accuracy is a more general term and can be

defined as the closeness of measured value to the true value.20 As

such, accuracy is the preferred term to demonstrate the performance

of the TFW and AW tests in the present study.

Based on the results obtained in the present study, several pat-

terns were observed. First, regardless of frequency, the overall accu-

racy results of the TFW and AW tests were found to be good (>80%).

These findings were supported by the respective kappa agreement

results indicating substantial agreement between the tests. These

TABLE 1 Demographic information of participants involved in the
present study (n = 74)

Demographic data Variables n

Gender Males 42

Females 32

Ethnicity Malay 67

Chinese 4

Others 2

Indian 1

Background of education Primary school 8

Secondary school 45

Tertiary education 21

Occupations Students 35

Housemakers 16

Professionals 9

Self-employed 4

Retired 4

Others 4

Unemployed 2

Type of hearing loss/

laterality

Unilateral CHL 59

Asymmetrical CHL 15

Diagnosis Mucosal chronic otitis media 30

Middle ear effusion 16

Cholesteatoma 7

Acute suppurative otitis media 4

Perforated tympanic

membrane

4

Otomycosis 3

Otitis externa 2

Atelectatic tympanic

membrane

2

Hemotympanum 1

Goldenhar syndrome 1

Others 4

Abbreviation: CHL, conductive hearing loss.
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results implied that both Weber tests were comparatively accurate in

identifying patients with unilateral CHL or bilateral asymmetrical CHL.

Second, even though the accuracy was found to be comparable

between the two tests, a better agreement result was found for the

AW test (k = .72) relative to the TFW test (k = .63) at 250 Hz

(or 256 Hz) frequency. On the contrary, at 512 Hz (or 500 Hz), the

TFW test produced a higher agreement value (k = .72), than the AW

test (k = .68). It is uncertain as to why different agreement results

were produced by the two Weber tests, as well as the “dependency”
on frequency. These findings were rather unexpected. Due to many

advantages, it was initially thought that better study results would be

seen in the AW test when assessing patients with CHL at all frequen-

cies. However, at 512 Hz (or 500 Hz) frequency, the TFW test pro-

duced better outcomes than the AW test.

In a study by Thompson,12 AW and Rinne tests (at 1000 Hz) were

carried out on 185 patients (aged 12-75 years) with various hearing

loss conditions. As reported, in patients with unilateral CHL, the error

for the AW test was 23.5% (indicating <80% accuracy). In fact, the

highest error (i.e., 60%) was noted when assessing those with bilateral

CHL. The author then concluded that the AW test was of little diag-

nostic value when assessing patients with hearing loss.12 When com-

pared with the present study's findings, the lower accuracy results

found in the study by Thompson might be due to methodological dif-

ferences between the studies. Apart from differences in the number

of samples and audiometric characteristics, the present study used

250 and 500 Hz frequencies in the AW test, while only 1000 Hz

frequency was tested in the study by Thompson.

Based on the existing literature, the accuracy (or sensitivity) out-

comes of the TFW test reported in past studies were lower than 80%.

Generally, higher accuracy results were reported with the use of a

tuning fork at 512 Hz.1 The highest sensitivity of the TFW test (78%)

was reported by Shuman et al.6 when assessing patients with unilat-

eral idiopathic sudden SNHL. Of 250 patients, 198 (78%) reported

correct lateralization results. The authors then stated that the TFW

test (at 512 Hz) was a reliable predictor of the PTA results.6 Surpris-

ingly, the accuracy results of the TFW test were lower in those with

unilateral CHL.1 In a study by Stankiewicz and Mowry,5 patients

(264 ears) with various hearing loss conditions were tested with the

TFW test (in conjunction with Rinne and Bing tests). The perfor-

mances of 256, 512, and 1024 Hz tuning forks were compared as

intended. It was found that in those with unilateral CHL, the accuracy

of the TFW test was 54% for 512 Hz frequency. The accuracy results

for 256 Hz and 1024 Hz frequencies were 43% and 46%, respec-

tively.5 In the present study (in which the majority of participants had

unilateral CHL), the overall accuracy of the TFW test was 81.1% at

256 Hz and 85.1% at 512 Hz. Again, methodological differences

(e.g., sample size, audiometric characteristics, etc.) between the stud-

ies may have contributed to the different findings.

As revealed, comparatively better accuracy results were found in

participants with larger ABGs than those with smaller ABGs. These

findings were sensible and in line with those of previous studies.1,21

Even though the expected lateralization could be perceived when the

difference between ears is as small as 2.5 to 4 dB,1 better lateraliza-

tion performance would be expected if the interaural differences are

larger (as characterized by larger ABGs). It is worth noting that for the

smaller ABG group, the accuracy of the AW test (i.e., 88.5%) was

found to be significantly higher than that of the TFW test (i.e., 77.7%)

(p = 0.031 by McNemar's test) at 256 Hz (or 250 Hz) frequency. This

TABLE 3 Accuracy and Kappa agreement results for TFW test and AW test for specific ABG categories

ABG category

TFW test AW test

Frequency (Hz) Accuracy (%) Kappa (k) Frequency (Hz) Accuracy (%) Kappa (k)

Overall 256 81.1 0.63 250 86.5 0.72

512 85.1 0.72 500 82.4 0.68

Smaller ABG 256 77.7 0.44 250 88.5 0.74

512 84.2 0.68 500 78.3 0.54

Larger ABG 256 81.5 0.55 250 84.6 0.64

512 86.1 0.69 500 89.1 0.71

Abbreviations: ABG, air-bone gap; AW, audiometric Weber; TFW, tuning fork weber.

TABLE 2 Mean, SD, and range for
AC thresholds, BC thresholds, and ABG
of the patients for the worse ear Frequency (Hz)

AC (dB HL) BC (dB HL) ABG (dB)

Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range

250 48.9 (15.8) 20–80 4.6 (9.8) �10 to 20 44.4 (6.0) 5–75

500 43.8 (15.6) 20–80 10 (9.0) �10 to 20 33.8 (6.7) 5–70

1000 41.6 (16.6) 10–80 7.8 (8.4) �10 to 20 33.8 (8.2) 5–70

2000 38.6 (12.9) 10–65 16.0 (4.9) 0–20 22.6 (8.0) 0–50

4000 43.1 (16.7) 10–80 12.9 (7.9) �5 to 20 30.2 (8.8) 0–65

Abbreviations: ABG, air-bone gap; AC, air conduction; BC, bone conduction.
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suggests that the AW test can provide more accurate results when

testing patients with small ABGs at this frequency. The superior per-

formance of the AW test (relative to the TFW test) might be contrib-

uted by the fact that the sound can be presented at intended

intensity levels constantly (without loudness decay). Nevertheless,

further research is warranted to study the performance of the two

Weber tests when testing CHL patients with much smaller ABGs

(i.e., <15 dB).

As an effort to produce reliable results, the present study rec-

ruited participants who were at least 12 years of age. In view of this,

less reliable results had been reported when conducting the Weber

test among younger children (≤11 years).21,22 The tuning fork test

results are also influenced by the material of the tuning fork and tech-

niques used.1 In relation to the present study, a recommended mate-

rial of the tuning fork was used (i.e., steel).14 Furthermore, the TFW

and AW tests were performed by one dedicated tester (who was well

trained in conducting tuning fork tests), and a consistent standard

technique was applied.

In the present study, around 10% to 20% of the participants did

not show correct sound lateralization. Note that they had either uni-

lateral CHL or bilateral asymmetrical CHL (with at least a 15-dB dif-

ference between ears). Since the sound lateralization would be

perceived even when there is a small difference between the ears

(2.5-4 dB),1 all the participants should be able to correctly lateralise

the perceived sound (in both the TFW and AW tests). In this regard,

there might be some “hidden” SNHL in the worse ear (that could not

be detected by PTA), contributing to the incorrect sound

lateralization.23

The present study had several limitations. Only low frequencies

hearing was tested in both Weber tests. In this regard, it is of inter-

est to know the accuracy of other frequencies (e.g., ≥1000 Hz) in

the AW test. Unlike the TFW test, utilizing higher frequencies in the

AW test is possible as there is no decay issue. The use of high-

frequency stimuli might be beneficial in assessing patients with high-

frequency CHL (due to increased middle ear mass conditions) or

high-frequency SNHL, which is subjected to further research. Fur-

thermore, the AW test was performed using the conventional B-71

bone transducer. In view of this, it is interesting to unveil the perfor-

mance of the AW test in patients with hearing loss when tested with

the newly designed B-81 bone vibrator that has better acoustical

characteristics.9

5.CONCLUSION

Even though some differences were noted (in terms of frequency), the

overall accuracy of both the AW and TFW tests is reliable when

assessing patients with unilateral CHL or bilateral asymmetrical CHL.

The accuracy results are supported by substantial agreements

between the two Weber tests and the respective PTA results. The

AW test can be a good alternative for clinicians who are not well

trained in performing tuning fork tests or if the tuning forks are not

available. As such, it is recommended for audiologists to conduct the

simple AW test in conjunction with other audiological tests to verify

the PTA results as masking problems and questionable audiograms are

commonly encountered in clinical practice.
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